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About This Game
Sci-Fi Cyberpunk Visual Novel based in a future where telepathic powers are common-place. Meet Jackie - a freelance
negotiator who's best friend is a cyber dolphin. Accompany her in an adventure she didn't really ask for. Solve a mystery and
maybe make some new friends along the way.
Crystal Chameleon is a choice based visual novel. Make decisions at various places in the game to proceed in a good or bad
timeline.
Good luck making the right choices ;)
Vysoko Anime Production
* Story and production by Milan Kazarka
* Development by Jeroen van Oosten
* Art and design by Emanuele Arnaldi
* Editing by Daniel Meyer
* Music by Sebastian Bach
* Music by Felix Barbarino
* Music by Mim Rasouli
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Title: Crystal Chameleon
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Milan Kazarka, Jeroen van Oosten
Publisher:
Vysoko Anime Production
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7
Processor: 1 GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Storage: 350 MB available space
Sound Card: Recommended
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My entire childhood... 10/10. Well this game has taught me a valuable lesson. Never buy alpha-stage games. Can't even play one
regular game without it freezing up. Oh well. Maybe in 1-2 years it'll be playable.. Meow, meow ! meow Meow meow !
Meow !! Meow :). The leap between Mystery of the Mummy and The Silver Earring is pretty astounding. The Mystery of the
Mummy was predominately a first-person (as in Myst/Riven) adventure with low resolution textures. Two years later with The
Silver Earring, the game becomes a point and click adventure with respectably nice graphics.
In this adventure, Holmes and Watson witness the murder of the host to a gun shot at a dinner party they were invited to but
didn't see the shooter. In fact no one saw the shooter, and it is up to Holmes and Watsons to gather testimonials, clues, and
documents to solve the mystery.
Overall, it was a pleasant surprise. The game looks largely pre-rendered, which meant the environment looks nice for such an
old game, the trade-off being that people, who aren't pre-rendered, may be disproportionate in size to their surroundings. For
example, when Holmes stands next to a doorway, he might be much taller than it from one camera angle, but look perfectly fine
in another. My biggest gripe is that the controls can be clumsy when trying to control characters to move somewhere, being
unresponsive at times unless the character is repositioned.
Despite the problem, it's still worth a playthrough. Every now and then, Holmes and Watson summarize their findings and
you're quizzed with Yes or No questions. For each answer, you have to justify your choice by selecting the appropriate
evidence/testimonial. While the game provides color-coded indicators for choosing testimonial, evidince, or documents, it's
pretty cool that it requires you to actually keep up with reading the findings in order to progress through the game. The game
provides a database to look back on previous conversations and findings so a pen and paper is not needed to keep records
yourself.
This game is recommended on the note that the diminishing point is the clumsy controls. On a last note, I played the game using
DxWnd in order to put the game into windowed mode, which is not natively supported, otherwise the image will be stretched if
you have a widescreen monitor.. Everlasting summer++++. Hm... So the game is OK.
Nothing special when it comes to gameplay, it is basically just to move the kitty around while doing several 180s and holding the
mouse button, and going for the money increase in the start lets you get more stuff earlier obviously.
It needs more balance to be fun, right now I think it is too easy, but I am saying this without finishing the game, as I got bored.
I like the art style and the smoothness of the gameplay, but it gets boring really fast. I can recommend it as a "I do not want to
think and just shoot stuff game" but not really my cup of tea.. This game is a really fun, really addictive RPG-ish rouge-ish twin
stick shooter. If that sounds like your bag of nails, then this is probably going to be something you'd enjoy.. Bugged, crush in
game - confirmed. = Unplayable...
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I really like this tower defense game. It's so different from others because it takes place in a tropical island and the enemies
move in a fluid motion. It's challenging because you don't know where the boats will be coming from. By far, my faveorite TD
game yet!. No, nothing like Minecraft other then some graphical similarity and a very simple construction mechanic. The game
does not start well.. after having to update Java and change some windows filetype priorities for the game to even run, I was
thrust into the world only to meet instant death. Not the most inspiring of 'introductions'.. In short, the game is very vague - you
are forced to learn everything yourself - the hard way. An in depth tutorial and some easy beginner missions would have gone a
long way here.. Graphically you know what to expect if you have seen the trailers\/screenshots. I had to disable ingame music to
stop the game from crashing. It's an interesting concept and I'll recommend it based on this, though if you want to have any fun
at all, be prepared to work hard for it.. This is a good game! Fun gameplay and a good variety of modes. I like that it makes me
start from the beginning after a game over, instead of continuing where I died (although continues can be unlocked). Makes me
feel like I'm earning every bit of progress. Fun!. Excellent! Drives like a precision German instrument, if you have driven a late
model German automobile on the autobahn you will understand. Relaxing train to drive, enjoyed it very much.. Good old
classic! A nice weekend short gaming session :). The game has a steep learning curve. By steep, it's like swimming up a
waterfall. If you take some time with the game, to learn how it works, how to get started, what does what, it's a reasonably well
made game. It's stable and runs well.
Can't emphasize that curve enough though. You're not gonna jump into this and dominate the AI overnight, it's going to take
some experience.. I have roughly ten hours into this game and am having a blast.
There is not a ton to do right now but the players are making it fun and the developers are super active and have an open channel
of communication with the players.
Right now you can build Town Halls, Cabins, Market Stands, and Crafting tables. You can also make some weapons and other
materials.
Every time I log into this game it puts a smile on my face.
I hope you join us.. An RTS done right.
Simple with a fun atmosphere.
Controls are simple.
UI is perfect.
Effects are perfect.
Visual and tactical quality.
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